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Abstract

Human computer interaction

Image synthesis has presented itself as an art of the 'observable'. Physical models open the way to a art of
"rnanipulable".

This article presents :

I. A general formalisation for physical objecs representation.

We will demonstrate that a physical model :

* achieves a generic definition of movement.
* is intrinsically capable of interaction.
* is in principle manipulable.

II. A physical object "simularor-modeler".

For ûris, we need :

l' To select a modelisation principle. The choices are related to particle physics, atomic interactions and localized
constan t decom position.

2- To choose the "componens" of the sysæm, that should insure ûe completude of the system.
3. To elaborate the assembty criæria , that ensure thar each combination is a calculable physical object.
Physical objccs can be defincd in terms of "interconnecæd boxes" well adapæd to real time implemennrions.

III. The results and simulations

We will show with some examples, ûat we can build, simulate, manipulate alargevariety of physical objecs,
currcndy obtained by different meùods:

* high multipliciry physical particlcs sysrem
+ Rigid, plasÛc and deformable objecs in interacûon, with collisions, [racturcs and sticking.
Specific deviccs. the "16-stice Feedback Touch" and ûre "Two-twimbles", allows rhe operaror ro manipulate ùese

objccts and pe.rceive tlrcm wiùr ouch.

The endre system, named "Cordis-Anima, equipped wiù rhe language, the simularor, lhe gestrrel devices, and the
real ûme visualisation. constitutes a genuine ool for building, cxperimenting and perceiving an .artificial reality,,-
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f. Introduction

I. 1. From the observable to the manipulable, from the determined to the constructible

Image synthesis, as an aftermath to the "pixel" stage, has followed ttre natural @urse of informatics and evolved
towards the rcpresentation of more integrated entities by the intoduction of the idea of objecL Whât we refer to as an

object is precisely a perceptible thing to which we may ar.tdbute a given structural, perceptual, or manipulatory
invariance.

The above leads us b say that image syntlresis aims at representing objecs according to their visuat or spatial
appearance. The methods that have been developed, be they rcprcsentations of volumes, surfaces, texture, behaviour
under differcnt lighting, or manipulations associated with these representâtions such as lighring or viewpoint,
changes, have meant thæ the synthesis of images is currenty an art of the OBSERVABLE.

However, this means that the objects that are accessible via these representations have the following
shortcomings :

l. They do not move.

2. They are rigid.

3. They c:mnot interact amongst lhcmsclves or with ûeir environmenL

We might say that they " are merely what they are", except. for the fact that they are extremely constructible.
Be that as it may, there are other types of objecs in nature, and in contrast these can be typified bccause they

"act'.

Hence, lhe la[er:
l. Move.

2. Can be physically manipulated.

3. can be uscd to achieve sometlring , and thus interact witlr other objects.
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In ordcr to rcprcscnt ùem we have to go further. We must :

l. Incroduce inu-insic movement ino the rcpresentadon of objecs.
2. Introduce their physical manipulabilty.

3. Introduce rlreir capaciry to interact on and wirh other objects.

In addition, ùis must be achieved without losing any ground as regards the main breakrhrough in informatics, i.e.

consrr,rctibi[ty and modularity.

It goes without sytng that geometric and physical objecLs are produced rhat are clearly seen 1o move. To achieve

this, the uual approaches more or less directly describe the movement iself, and betong explicirly or implicitly to a
synthesis / analysis metlodology of the latter.

The above approaches, that are cinematic, calculate time function trajectories, either by representing them direcdy
by a Positions(t) type of descripûon, tlat can be algebraic or not" or by means of a procedural process, that is
optimised according to the object caægories, as for example in a chronological list of geometric ransformations.

These metlrods guarantee tlrar all observable movement may be synthesised (

Although tlre object that are obtained in ùris fashion may be mobile, they will nonetheless remain rigid overall ;

They are neither manipulable nor in interaction with others.

rùy'e therefore have to begin by extending our conception of the object, in order to make it intinsically mobile,
manipulable, and capable of inæraction.

To do rhis, ùe geometric and visual object has ro take physical form.

A physical object is one that possesses a supplementary invariant to rhose of morphology and visuality : this is
an intrirsic behaviour to external srimuli.

Hence,2 remarks :

1. This lessens tlre gap between ùe natural object and the purely geomerric or visual object As in a nuural
object, a certain autonomy is granæd

2. This behaviour finds expression in an interacdon context, for the objecs in interaction are necessarily in
movemenL It follows that manipulable objects are necessarily capable of inæraction, and hence manipulability is (
therefore a suffircient condirion of mobility.

I.2. From the determined to the constructible

A recent major current in image synthesis has bccn developed that is known as "physical modclisation". The majn
stages are :

* The Sinden film, Baj 641 entiiled "Force, Mass and Motion",
* The ANIMA system [Luc 81, Luc 84, Luc 85, Raz 86], designcd as a modular physical objccr simulation

system,
t The research work carricd out by ùe OSU tsch 841 ùat inuoduces physical calcutus as a co-calcularion in an

animation systcm based on rlre principles of convcntional animation.

Today, the major rcsearch amongst ûrosc concerned wirh the physical simulation of objecs in movement is
tending towards "nurneric calculation in solids, rigid or deformable, physics".
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It rherefore follows that these are individualised studies, either of specific phenomena such as rigid bodies sysæm,

deformabiliry or plasticity, [Ter 87, Ter 88, Bar 88, Pla 88, Arn 88, Dum 89] or of specific algorithm insertion, e.g.

collisions within a complete animation system tllah 881.

We shall follow the lead offered by the Anima system, -O *" intend o propose a general formalism and adapted

calculation meûrods for a "modeler - simulaûor" capable of describing and simulating a wide field of physical objects

rather than surdies of specific uses of physical models.

The characæristics of the formalism and associated calculation methods that we shall introduce here are the

following :

l. The intrinsic shape, all types of interactions, and tlre behaviour of material are taken in charge by a single
formalism . Here, unlike the "solids physics" standpoint, interactions play an essencial role.

2. Scene or object construction is enabled by the very nature of the models and rheir associated calculations, and,

above all, both are modular.

3. The algorithms lend lhemselves well to real time calculations. This enables extension of inæractions between
the simulated objecs to those between reat objecs, be they man or robot.

5. The disunce between model description formalism and rhat of their actual simulation is kept to a minimum, in
order to increase rhe degree of experimentability of rhe models.

Yy'hat we intend to Propose is a modelisation and physical object simulation language that is finnly rooted in ûre
central notion of "model", which should be understood in is conceprrr-t sld operational sense, and not merely in an
algorithmic contexL

II. Object representation : the physical model

[.1. What is an object or a physical object - the necessary and sufficient condition

A physical object is an object which, when subjecæd o physical acdons - forces or diçlacements - displaces and
deforms itself. Thus, it is necessarily subjecæd to the two fundamental laws of dynamics, namely an acrion
reaction principte and ûo movement quantity conservadon.

Several consequences result from this :

l. A physical objecr generates movements

2. It is manipulable. Actions can bc applied to it.

3. It is capable of interacrion.

4. It is "in acrion" - it can act and react (auonomy)

5. It can be perceived by orher senses rhan sight, and in particular, by touch.

A physical model is a physical objccr ; ic satisfies the formcr condition.

According to rhis dcfinition :

- An objcct from rhe narural world is a physical object-
- A phoograph of a natural object is a modcl of this object, bur does nor consr.itute a physical model.
- A scale model of tlris natural object - a physical reproduction - is a physical model of a physical object-
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- A prograrnme that calculaæs all the physical bchavior.r of ùe natural object in response to physical actions is a

physical model of a physical object-..

II. 2. The Physical object : a mechanical dipole

From this det-rnition, a physical object describes iself in terms of a relation linking a couple of dual variables,

one being intensive, tlre otJrer extensive - for example forces and positions - that may be described as O(PD = 0.

where the function O, ûrat rcpresens the object, has the sau.rs of a uansfer function.

Such an object may be reprcsented in the form of a dipole. The rysæm made up by man and an object is of the

same naurre as that constituted by 2 objecS. Man, when able to manipulare an objræÇ is therefore also representable

as a mechanical dipole (figure l).

F F

-+

Figure I - The physical objet as a dipole

An object or scene made up of objecs, is represented by an assembly of dipoles.

Some properties of the physical object

l. Economy of representation

In contrâst o the usual phenomenological representations in computer animation, time is not an explicit variable
in the definition provided in this instance. The O function codes a piece of structural information. All potential
movemenls of tlre object are hidden within this stnrctural information and are effected according to these inputs In
ùe strictest. sense the descripÛon of movemens is absent, for the objcct is intcrpreted as a class of movements. By
encapsulating t}ris structural information in the model of the object in a way rhar is independent of temporal
instandations, a degree of economy of represcnution is achieved.

2. Economy of Control

This sructural inlormation plays is part in output flow adaptation. From a quantative point of view, r}te
quantity of information produced on output is highcr or equal to rhat supplied on input. Economy of control is
æhieved

3. Generic and generative attributes

This type of description thus provides access to a generic definition of movemenl
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The physical object or the physical model - is generic for it. rcpresents a set of insanriable movemens. In
contrast to a geometric model or object, even of the actor type, that moves under tle control of an outside motor that

generates its trajecories or action plans, the physical model or object is 'generative" since it is is own motor.

II.3. The difference between the real object, the physical object and the pt ysicat model

We have discussed three notions that we must no$, distinguish and define : the real or naural object, the physical

object, and thc physical model.

An object, be it natural or real, is an object that is perceprible and may be acufird, by man according to various

perceptive and actor modalities. A physical object is a sort of real or narural object if we keep wirhin the timis of rhe

usual sensori-motor modalities : sight, hearing, gestual action and tactilo - kinesthetic perception.The above

definition includes and integraæs the case when artiFrcial sensory motor machines for measurement or action are

inærposed between man and the object

The model is a relative notion. The physical model is the concepnnl and/or material process that enables

production of a real object that is analogous tJo another real object known as the reference objecr To evaluaæ the

model is to compare the 2 objecs, one produced by the model, and the oùer from the reference. In the case of
informatics, a model may be, on the one hand, the conceptual proc€ss required in representing a reference object, or,

on the other, the programmes that carry out this representation. In this instance, these 3 notions - real reference

object, model, simulated real object - are made evident, by rhe fact that these programmes can produce, via
simulation, another real, perceptible object that can be actuated.

Hence, we can simply state thât both the reference object and the simulaæd object derived from it, are physical

objecs, since both are perceptible and operable. The physical model itself. is the bridging process berween borh. It
can be broken down into a conceptual model and an algorirhmic model. The model is said to be physical if it
produces a physical object during is simulation ptrase (Figure 2).

human manipulaûon
objccrives processes

Figure 2 - Refercnce objecr - physical model - simulaæd objccr

The use (i.e. application) of tlre model is defined by the evaluation criteria of rlre proximity betwecn rhe physical
reference object and the physical object prodrrced- The former arc closely associated o the idea of rhe model.

real reference

object

Evaluations by
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III. I\lodeler - simulator of physical objects

In our opinion, building a "modeler - simulator" requires 4 stages :

l. Selection of a modelisation principle.

2. Formalisation of the naû:re of the "components" in the simularion and modelisation system.

3. Elaboration of the calculabiliry criteria of ûrese componenrs and of rhe objects that rhe former oompose.

4. Deduction of the componenB' lqsembly criæria, and frrnalty deduction of ttre field of representable objecs
derived from the compleæ set of these 4 principles.

Ilaving situated the calculability criærion with priority over the assembly criterion, the resulting objecs will be

dynamically modihable.

III. l. Types of models

V/e have isolated 3 types of models tcad 79, Cad 81, Luc 81, Flo 891 (figure 3)

* The continuous distributed model. This describes tle object in the form of a system of partial second order

continuou time differential equations

The above is the analytical model from classical physics. Over and above a cenain complexity in this sysæm of
equations, this model is no longer operational, and ùus solutions are to be found by phenomena categories or for
specilic objecs. Numeric calculus methods are associated o these models, and their generality is the inverse fiurction

of operationality. These are the major categories of physics and numeric calculus : vibrating systems, articulaæd

systems, ùe physics of deformable objects (shells, bars, plates), the physics of rigid bodies ... This model is only
marginally appropriate in the description of inæractions between objecs or between matedal elements.

The above type of model was selected for the research rhat we tnve already referred to fler 87, Ter 88, Bar 881.

* The continuou localised constân6 model that construcs a structural discretisation of the object beforehand, i.e.

that breaks down the objecq into components and then supplies a formulation of rhe preceding type for each

componenl In this instance, an assembly method (or category of methods) is implicirly contained within rhe

formulation.

The above model is more operational ; Physics, electronics, and automatics use this type of model when rhe

objecs to be snrdied arc too complex or too little known to be approached by the first method.

In fact, ttre corstants' localisation principle introduces rhe notion of "component", and therefore of assembty- This

type of model enables objecs to be created, by arranging the components, where each of them has a funcûonal

description. We interpret this method as a language, in other words as a rcpresentarion type rhat gives rise to object
cre:ttton.

* The discrete localised consunts mcthod, thar claboratcs a stnrctural discretisation of the objccr, and provides a

direct numeric formulation for tlre behaviour of each componcnr. In this case, the model already implicitly conlains a

numeric calculation method or catcgory of mcthods.

This may be corsidered. as in the preccding câse,:Ls an object dcscription language. Moreovcr, we intcrpret it as a

simulation - calculation language for the bchaviour of rhe particular object.

Because of this, our choice focussed on this last principle of modelisation, and we have set fonvard the principle
of discrcte localised consLant modelisation as the foundarion principle for a physical object simulation and
description language.
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"Plasticity" and "rupturc" are olæn addc.d o tiesc basic laws.

For given objecs, a formalisation in tcrms of componenr-s is possible. For others, physics can only provide a
phenomenological approach.

It will be seen that the physics of materials is thus akin ro u [b; of behavioural laws.

Strictly speaking, Ûrere is no physics of liaisons. Mechanics may have a liaison typology at is disposal for
mechanical technology [Fre 64, Art77, Bam 8l], but dynamics for given liaisons between objects or real materials
is lacking.

The standard classification is thus founded on 3 classes, matler wiù a general law, maærial with "ad hoc" Iaws ,
fiaisons described only in some cases.

V/e cannot select componen6 for a "modeler" without having initially attempæd a basic formalisation and
classificaûon of the behaviour that is guided by the very terms of the computer / informatic simulation. In this
context, we will justify the following classihcation, based on 3 another classes :

l. Modelisation of marûer.

2. Modelisation of the material in is non-discontinuous behaviour,

3. Modelisation of the structure of ûre material, (of the objecq or of the scene). It includes strucural consistance
or struchual modificability, non permanenr liaisons, plasticity, ruptures ...

ll(.2.l. Matter modelisation

We have the choice between particle or solids dynamics. A particle has 3 degrees of freedom, an elementary solid,
rigid or not, more than 6. Solids physics is a more compact formulation tlnn tfiat of particle physics, :ls compachess
is the expression of the high correlation between different particles of the solid- The behaviour of a solid may be
represented by means of particle physics, with individually simpler equations and, in any case, that are more adapred
to interaction calculæions. In an informaûics contexl the "particle" formularion, that is less compact, se€ms to 69
more operational :

* since the calculaton cân carry out simple and idendcal calcutations,
* becatrse these lend themselves more readily to modularity,
* because they are more adapted to a high degree of interaction, and in particular to rhe outside universe.
As will be shown laær, tlris choice entails considenble gains on both a concep$al and an algorithmic levet for

effective simulation .

In consequence, matter is discretiscd into punctual masses with nothing in between (figure a)

l- The minimal matter element is a punctual mass which has one parameter, m, and 3 degrees of frecdom. 3
forces, can be applied to it, and it supplics 3 positions by mcans of the equaûor F = M.G, which can be expressed
in ærms of finite differences. The calculaûon is easily vectorised on 3N vectors, N bcing the numbcr of masscs.

2.The componenr is presenrcd as a dipole (Fp).
3- It can be obscrved that it is an elementary physical objcct, which is simulable, calculable, and manipulablc.
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rcferenceobj edf
Lrrrr>) = fl( rt,l)

{Oarnet differential
equations

t Pi (r) 1 = Qt ri <,lt

+ assembly rutes of ..@"

( Pi (n, n-1,...) ) = O..( Fi (n, n-1, ...))

+ assembly rules of ..(p,

Figure 3 - Three types of physical models

lIL. 2. The choice of components

In classical fashion, the distinction mtst be drawn between "matter", "material", and "liaisons" [Bam 8l]

Mauer behaviour is desc equation :
in a simplified form :

solids physics.

/
The two regulate the question of "rhe quantity of movement".

Material behaviour is describcd by non-gcncralised laws. The latter regulate the "quality" of rhe "movemenr".
Hence, a wooden stem or rod does not bchave in the same way as a rubber one, and water does not flow like oil does.

The most usual behaviour can be represenæd by basic rheological laws perraining to 'elasticity" and 'viscosity".
By combining tlre lauer we cân obtain primary behaviour sets such as the Kevin - Voigt and lr,faxwelt models ..., and
then by subsequenr combinarion, obrain the behaviour o[ srandard objecs tBam gU.
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"Plasticity" and "rupture" are ofæn addcd to r}tcse basic laws.

For given objecs, a formalisation in terms of componens is possible. For others, physics can only provide a
pherromenological approach.

It will be seen rhat ttre physics of materials is thus akin to 
" 
Ub; of behavioural laws.

Strictly speaking, there is no physics of liaisons. Mechanics may have a liaison typology ar is disposal for
mechanical æchnology [Fre 64, An77, Bam 8l], but dynamics for given tiaisons berween objecs or real matedals
is lacking.

The standard classification is thus founded on 3 classes, matter with a general law, material with "ad hoc" laws ,

liaisons described only in sorne e$es-

We cannot, select components for a "modeler" without having initially attempæd a basic formalisation and

classifrcation of the behaviour that is guided by the very terms of the computer / informatic simulaûon. In this
context, we will justify the following classificarion, based on 3 another classes :

l. Modelisation of mar.ter.

2. Modelisation of the mat€rial in its non-discontinuous behaviour,

3. Modelisation of ùe structure of ûre material, (of the object, or of the scene). It includes stmcu:ral consistance

or strucûrral modificability, non perrnanent liaisons, plasticity, ruptures ..-

III.2.1. Matter modelisation

'V/e have the choice between particle or solids dynamics- A particle has 3 degrees of freedom, an elementary solid,
rigid or not, more than 6. Solids physics is a more compact formulation rhan rhat of particle physics, as compactness
is the expression of the high conelation between different particles of the solid. The behaviour of a solid may be
rcpresent€d by means of particle physics, witlr individually simpler equarions and, in any câse, rhæ arc more adapted
to interaction calculations. In an informatics context, the "particle" formulation, lhat is less compact, se€ms to be

mOre Operational :

* since the calculators €n carry out simple and idendcal calculations,
* becaue tlrese lend themselves more readily ro modulariry,
* because they are more adapted to a high degree of interaction, and in particular o the outside universe.

As will be shown laær, ùis choice enrails considerable gains on both a concep[ral and an algorir]rmic level for
effective simulation .

In consequence, matter is discretised into punctual masses wirh nothing in between (figure 4)

l. The minimal matter clement is a punctual mass which has one parameter, m, and 3 degrccs of frecdom. 3

forccs, can be applied to it. and it supplics 3 posirions by mcans of the equation F = M.G, which can be expressed
in ærms of finite differences. The calculation is easily vectorised on 3xN vectors, N bcing ùe numbcr of masscs.

2.T\e componenr is prescntcd as a dipole (F,p).

3. It can be observed that it is an elementary physical objcct, which is simulable, calculable, and manipulable.

(

(
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figurc 4 - ldatter representation

lII. 2.2. Modelisation of the material in its continuous behaviour

V/e shall only retain here the 2 basic rheotogical behavioural states. These are elasticity and viscosity, which are

characærised respectively by the bijective functions : Forces = f ( Positions) and Forces = I (Spe€d). These funcûons

may nor be linear. Their basic version is the linear function of respectively parameter K (stiffness) and Z (viscosity).

(hgure 5)

F

Pl ( ou Vt) P2 ( ou V2)

figure 5 - basic rheotogical functions

Elastic behaviour brings about reversible evolutions. Most solids have elastic behaviour under low constraint.

Fluids at constant temperature have elastic behaviour.Viscosity behaviorr is an irreversible transformation.

All lineer bchaviour as well as continuous non-lincar bchaviour may be reprcsented here.

The base componeots, tha[ can be locarcd by the 'spring" and the 'damper", 
"r" 0."*n, in quadripole form

((Fl,F2), (Pt, P2))

Plastic behaviour, rJrat is often prcscnted as a basic rheological functiôn brings about a hysteresis. We do not

consider it as a basic component of the material. and we shall examine it laær.

III.2.3. Modelisation of the structure of the mâtter and of the objects.

élasticity ( K)
or

viscosity ( Z )
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The componens that enabie modelislùon of the maærial are cquipped with 2 "non-physical" logical functions.
* One serves to "link" Ûte mass componenB together

* The other is to effect this liaison according to a ransition stâte logic, so as to modify the parameters of the

materiâl in funcdon of conditions over ûte values of the physical variables.

The frst function enables us to describe ûte mauer or an object as an interconnected nenvork of components.

The second allows us o modify ùe form of tttis network dynamicalty (figure 6).

If we can modelise the commonest objects, and solids in particular, by linear and continuous behaviour, this is

not the case for inæractions between objecs or for interactions between simulaæd objecs and extemal objecs. A

geaeral formalisation of the differcnt interaction caægories is of prime importance, wherher on the microscopic level

of mauer, or macroscopically as in a scene or for an object:
* permanent inæractions - definition of the cohesion of an object or of a material

* æmporary interactions : plasticity, rupture, shocks, sticking, grasping actions ...

The general formalism is the following (figure 6):

liaison rule

figure 6 - Material, object and scenc modclisation by interactions

a. formalism for inter-connecÛon

2 punctual masses are linked by a given numbcr of fricûon or spring cype components in parallel. This is also

true for entire seLs of punctual masses-

Objecs are linked in the same way, and since any object is described in terms of particles, it follows that these

liaisons will also be punctual.

(
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b. formalism to modify the liaison

In addition, each preceding liaison is dcfincd by :

* a state describer with a label
* the sate change conditions

The state describer provides the values of the physical pararneters (stiffnesses, viscosiûes, ..., tfueshold values).

State change conditions are logical operations on all the physical variables as "increase, greater than, equal o ..."

IIT.2.4. Examples

l. Collision, sticking, plucking or grasping action

Collisions are normally processed by a calculaùon method known as "penalty method" which is an approximation

of the resolution method of a hyperstatic system by ûre Lagrange multiplier [Pla 88, Dum 89]

The lagrange multiplier method processes the adjunction of a conracr liaison in two initially independent physical

systems. ÏVhen interpreted in ærms of a model, this method essentially adds a spring of strong stiffness K between
tie 2 objeca thal come into collision at the shock point. Thus ir is implicitly a dynamic modificaûon of the
structure of the scene : a component appars and disappears according to a condition on the status variables. The

contâct is modelised by means of a high value stiffness elastic liaison.

Flahn [IIah 88] generalises this method by defining this mer]rod as elaso - viscous. The dynamic of the solid
complicates is formalisation since it entails distinguishing berween collisions wirh or withour sliding and selecting
an empiric direction of the forces during the shock

Our formulation takes all these cases into account. It also considers many others that are left to the acuity of the

scenes' concePtor, on the stage of the scene's design by ùe unique and explicit formatism, which is the addition -

suppression of a component, whatever iLs nature , in funcl.ion of explicit conditions over the state variables, whatever

they may be. These conditions concerne posirions for simpte collisions, but also speeds or forces ...

In fact, a col[sion is a particular case of Emporary liaison.

Figure 7 describes the modeli*rtion of an simple elasto-viscous collision with conditions over positions.

The grasping action is modelised as a collision wiùout a rerum to rhe initial state.

The plucking action is modelised as a two-ûrreshold collision.

Sticking is a variety of the grasping action.

M2 L: STATEI ;= ( K=0, Z4,D=?,Y=?)
STATE2:- (K=Kc, Z=7r,D=Dc, V=Vc)
Condition ( D, SI, 52)

Collision STATEI : D < Sl , -> STATE2
STATE2:D>Sl ,->STATEI

N{l

Grasping

Plucking

STATEI:D<Sl,->STATE2

STATEI : 52 < D < Sl, -> STATE2
STATE2: D > Sl ou D < 52, -> STATEI

figure 7 - Collision, grasping, plincking, sticking
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2. The collophane effect and the ratchet effect

Bowing friction, or the collophane effect is a far more complex case, for it is a question of a drive liaison between

2 bodies, where one is in periodic movement, and ùe other is a linear movement. The liaison is regulated by

hooking cycles when object I drives object 2, and of unhooking, when object 2 is fræ [Cad 81, Cad 83] [Flo 86].

The hooking - unhooking condition concerns tlre relative speeds of the 2 bodies with reacuralisation of the relative

disunce between the hook-up points. The liaison is modelized by a conditional spring - stiffness componenc

F = K. Lr -Z.Y
Lr =L - h, L is the élongation of ùe spring, La is is elongation at lhe rest

V is the relative speed baween rlre 2 objecs

K= Kh, Z=Zh
Lr > Lr0, -> State2

K = 0, Z=Zunk
V < V0, -> Statel

The ratchet effect is of this type but tlre condition here concerns the reladve positions [Flo 78, Flo 89].

3. Plasticity and "écrouissage"

An elastic material may present a constraint, tlueshold, known as plasticity, beyond which permanent deformation

app€ars. The "constraint. - deformation" law presents a hysteresis (figure 8). The "écrouissage" may be described by a

cyclic multi-state plasticity model that extends up to break potnt .

Pe : Elasûcity threshold
Pp : Plastic remanent deformation

STATEI : Kl, Zl, Po
P < Pe, -> STATE2

STATE2:K2,Z2,Pe
P < Pe, -> STATE3

STATE3:K}23,fi
P > Pe, -> STATE2

Figure 8 - Plasticity - "Ecrouissage"

II.3. Conclusion - Comparison "particle dynamics / solids dynamics"

We use this formalism to dcal with all cascs o[ non-pcrrnanent liaisons bctwcen t]re dilferent componcnts of the

object and the matter-

This general interactions formulation pinpoins thc closc proximity that cxists bctween collisions, plasticities or
frictions of the "collophane cffect" relaxation type, or morc simply acdons of grasping, splitting, unhooking or
unsticking.

Therefore, within this context, collisions appeff as modificaûons of rhe dynarnic structures of the scene, which

comes to the fore as the fundamental problcm. For onc thing, tlrcre are tius no special 'collision" algorithms, even

Sratel (hooking):

State2 (unhooking):
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rhough ùis system is especially adapted to their qrlcularion. Anoùer point is tiat collisions, in our opinion, æpear
as the simplest interaction cases after the grasping action.

In fact,-the physical particle formulation. is more relevant to expressing and calculating microscopic or

macroscopic interactions than the physics of solids. We can remark tlrat :

l. From a matter modelisation standpoint, the 2 formulations are equivalent.

2. In the case of the modelisation of material. i.e. the non discontinuous interactions between elements defrning a

single body, the "particle" formulation is more convenienL

In distributed models, lhe relation between the consraints o and the deformations €is exprcssed at infinitesimal

level by 6 =8 (g). o and I are 6+omponent tensors. They characterise the deformations and constraints

following 3 compression / extension axes and 3 torsion axes of the elementary solid .

When ùis formulation is applied to a more macroscopic element, for example a mesh element, the Smesh
associated o this element must be calculaæd by the integration of the preceding infinitesimal 8. It should be noted

that I are complicated mathemadcal objects (a matrix of 6 * 6 in even the simplest cases). Their formal

manipulation and also their algorithmic ranscription are unwieldy.

In the "particle" formulation, the elements in play are univariable. The notions of applied constraints /
deformations applied to a mesh element, are replaced by those of forces and displacernents that apply to punctrr2l

masses.

3. In the case of inr.eractions between mobile objecs, tlre difference is even more striking. In the "solid" case, the

objecs are defined by positions and shapes and, if need be, their derivatives. The calculation method of the force

system is generally in two stages :
* detection of the contact zones
* calculation of the forces.

These calculations are unwieldy, and inextricable if the interaction zone is multidimensional. In particular, often

the direction of lhe forces canno! be calculated. In this method, when one arrives at this point" one limits to a
punctual interaction zone or t,o a specific orienration of force.

In the "particle" formulation, each mobile object, that is modelised by a set of points, gives rise to P * Q
univariable central force interacûons. The only difficulty is multiplicity, but this is only a slight drawback when

compared o the high degree of simplicity and the broad generality of tie method, which may applied to all forms of
objecs, be they deformable or not, wirh any intcraction zone.

III. Calculability

Vy'e must avoid a return to writing out a completc sysrem of diffcrential equations or of finite differenccs

commanding the system, but. rather to observe undcr what conditions the enùe set of componens defined above, and

intcrconnected to create a sccne, is calculable from tlre cquations for each of the components.
lvly'e must, ùereforc, choose a calculablc formulation for each of rlre components, so that this is compatiblc wiùr

t}tc modularity-

The equations associated with the componcnts, arc, for the moment, non orientcd. We should orient thcsc

cquadons so as to enable association of thc physical components dcfined so far, with thc calculation-componcnls,
that. are themselves connectable. This supposes defining inpus / outputs on each component, so that tlte outputs
from one component may be conncctcd to tlre inpus of anorier.
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To do ùis, a propagation dircction must bc introduccd betwccn variables of a differcnt na[ure :

If we describe the 'mass" component an oricnted dipolc P -> F, the liaisons will be describcd by the orientcd

quadripoles (Fl, F2) -> (Pl, P2), and vice - vcrsa (tigure 9).

From an algorithmic point of view, the system calcularing an object appears as a 2 phase system. The first,

where all the current forces are calculated from the curent positions, and tlre second where all the current positions are

calculated from the preceding forces (ligure 9).

The calculation for each element, can then proceed according to different methods, of which the simplest and

quickest is the finite differences metlrod [Cad 79, Cad 81, Luc 81, Flo 86].

Remark : Most of physical models for images based on a disribuæd @nstants model (model type l), resolve the

complete system commanding this model by numeric calculation methods that implicitly introduce this functional

dissymmetry of the dual variables. Bringing this orientation explicitly to the model level, means that the simulated

object will explicitly be consrucûble, without any extra hyporhesis.

IV. Assembly

We thus have at our disposal, 'components to connect", the masses, and "components for connection", the

liaisons (figure 9).

An object is a network that is made up from these elemens, according to a simple assembly logic. (hgure lO :

* The nodes are the "mass componen6".
* The arcs are the "liaison componen$".

This description in network of an object or of a scene, on a variables level, means an application of rhe laws of
Kirchoff(figure 9)

* ùe inænsive variables have their sum nul in a node,
i the exænsive variables characærise a node.

The Kirchoff laws are deducted from operations like series - parallel transformations, which enable cquivalent

networks to be defined. This is one of ùe major advanrages of this formalism.

In this way the basis has bcen set out for a modcler and its simulator that are granted an exra property, which is

o be able to build other functionally equivalcnr srrucrural modcls from a spccific modcl of a scene.
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Pl(n) p2(n)

Fl(n) F2(n)

I

I

I
I

M1l'/12
FI F2+

Figure 9 - Calculable and combinable components

IV. fntroducing multitude behaviour

In the modelisation proposed here - physical particles and atomiques interactions - there is no basic difference

between a solid, a gas or a fluid. The difference is only on the number of particules and the number of inæractions

calculations.

An extension of the formalism describes above has been implemented Uim 891. It consiss in :

l. generalizing the ponctual particules by a spherical particule. This, named "ball", is a poncural physical particle,

with three degrees of freedom, sunounded by an impenetrable apheric zone. The forces applied on tlre ball are always

cenucd forces.

2. extending the interaction function bctween particles by a gencralized interaction funcLion between ses of non-

labeled particules. In this way. we defincd block of meucr named "agglomeraæs".

The main propertics addcd by rhesc cxtensions arc :

1. The models are optimizcd in the way that thcy takc into account physical specificities of objetcs as, for
exarnple, the depth or the local arca of dcformation.

2. The topology and consequently the shape of the objecs are not prcdefined, but are the result of rhe dynamic
process ant correspond to an equilibrium sute of the physiqcal sysrem.

3. This opology and this shapc arc dynamically controlable. This permits sticking and fracturcs simulations (sce

phoographs).
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V. Outside communication

V.l. Force feedback gestual transducers (f.f.g.t.)

When a physical object is manipulated, man may equally be assimilated o a physical object, and represented by a

mechanical dipole, either in providing positions and receiving forces - when he is equivalent to a "massn component,

type, or the opposite - whereby he is equivalent to a "liaison" type componenL

This regulates ùe functional communication between man, or any other outside object o this simulated universe,

and this simulated universe.

Physical communication entails the introduction of specific transducers to enable communicaûon of forces and

positions in both directions, from tie outside to the simulated universe, and the contrary.

These physical systerns are devices tlrat integrate sensors and moûors within a specific morphology . These sensor (
- motor systems are therefore "acting - perceiving" sytems. Through liem, man can manipulate and act, on simulated

objecs, and simuluneously perceive their bchaviour in a uctilo-proprio - kinesthetic manner.

Florens I Flo 78] inuoduced the first f.f.g.t. device and ûre first associated physical simulations, and in particular

ratchet or chocks simulations.

" Computing wiù feeling" by Atkinson I Atk 77] also describes the principles of a 6D feedback device.

Cadoz - Luciani - Florens (81) presented a second f.f.g.t. device, that was more eflTcient in terms of power,

compactness, and speed. This was the piano key named "Feedback Touch".

The phoograph (l) represents the new device built by Lisowski - Cadoz - Florens I Lis 88, Lis 89] narned

" l Gslice-Feedback To uch ".

This is a keyboard actuator, with I to 16 keys in is presenc form, and each key is 13.75 mm thick. It has been

devised for manual gestue, and offers simultaneously :

* Multidimensionality. Up to 12 degrees of liberty to gnlsp or manipulate a simple object-
* A low displacement range of around 3 to 5 cms.
* Instântaneous power which can be high as in the case of percussion on a surface.

Furthermore, this device provides double modulariry
* Electromechanical Modularity : ûre motor principle alows keys to bc added on or suppresscd
* Mechanical Modularity : Thc mechanics of the actuators has been designed to receive mechanical inærfaces that

enable special morphologies of rhe manipulatcd device o bc de{incd.

A specific morphology to manipulate flat objccs has bccn connecæd. This new f.f.g.t. is named "Two-rhimbles",

("Dés-2D in french). By sliding your fingers in the two rings, objecs can be graspcd, dragged, or compresscd.

Mor@vcr, their rcaction can be felt, for insnnce ûrcir resisnncc to deformation or displacemcnt.

Example: Moulding Ptasticine picce wirh ùc "rwo-rhimbtcs"

A picce of plasticine has bccn simulatcd with an agglomcrate slabiliscd with a Van dcr Waals interacdon function.
This picce presents a plastic bchaviour (sce photographs). It remains in the mouldable shapc. The operator kncad

ûe paste with the f.f.g.t. "two-thimbles". Hc can tcars rhc pastc ro sevcral pieces. He can also re-sticking rhcm .
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Figure 9 - Calculable and combinable components

IV. fntroducing multitude behaviour

In the modelisation proposed here - physical particles and atomiques interactions - rhere is no basic difference

between a solid, a gzLS or a fluid. The diffcrence is only on the number of particules and rhe number of interacûons

calculations.

An extension of the formalism describes above has been implemenæd pim 891. It consists in :

l. generalizing the ponctual particules by a spherical particule. This, named "ball", is a poncûral physical particle,

with three degrees of freedom, surrounded by an impenerable aphc.ric zone. The forces applied on the ball are always
cenucd forces.

2. extending ùe inæraction function bctwecn particles by a generalized interaction function between sets of non-
labcled particutes. In ùis way, we dellncd block of maucr named 'agglomerates".

Thc main propertics addcd by thcsc cxtensions arc :

l. The models arc optimizcd in the way that thcy rakc into account physical spccilîcities of objetcs as, for
example, the dcpth or ùe local arca of dcformation.

2. The topology and consequently the shape of the objccs are not prcdefined, but are the result of the dynamic
process ant. correspond to an equilibrium srate of the physiqcal systcm.

3. This topology and this shapc are dynamically controlable. This pcrmits sticking and fractures simulations (sce

phoographs).
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V. Outside communicati0n

V.l. Force feedback gestual transducers (f.f.g.t.)

When a physical object is manipulated, man may equally be assimilaæd o a physical objecL and represented by a

mechanical dipole, eiùrer in providing posiûons and receiving forces - when he is equivalent to a "mass" component

type, or the opposite - whereby he is equivalent o a "liaison" type componenl

This regulates ûre functional communication between man, or any other outside object o this simulated universe,

and this simulated universe.

Physical communication entails the inuoduction of specific transducers o enable comrnunication of forces and

posirions in botlr directions, from the oulside to the simulated universe, and the contrary.

These physical systems are devices that inægrate sensors and motors wiùin a specific morphology . These sensor (
- motor systems are ùerefore "acting - perceiving" sytems. Through lhem, man can manipulate and act on simulated

objecs, and simuluneously perceive their bchaviour in a tactilo-proprio - kinesthetic manner.

Florens I Flo 78] introduced the first f.f.g.t. device and rhe first associa@d physical simulations, and in particular

ratchet or chocks simulations.

" Computing wiù feeling" by Atkinson I Atk 77] also describes t]re principles of a 6D feedback device.

Cadoz - Luciani - Florens (81) presented a second f.f.g.t. device, thar was more efficient in terms of power,

compachess, and speed. This was the piano key named "Feedback Touch".

The photograph (l) represents the new device built by Lisowski - Cadoz - Florens I Lis 88, Lis 89] named
" I Gslice-Feedback Touch".

This is a keyboard actuator, with I to 16 keys in its present form, and each key is 13.75 mm thick. It has been

devised for manual gesture, and offers simultaneously :

* Multidimensionality. Up to 12 degrees of liberty to grasp or manipulare a simple object
* A low displacement range of around 3 to 5 cms.
* Insan[aneous power which can be high as in the case of percussion on a surface.

Furtlermore, rhis device provides double modularity
* Elecuomechanical Modularity : the motor principle alows kcys to bc added on or suppresscd
* Mechanical Modularity : The mechanics of the actuators has been designed to rereive mechanical inærfaces that

enable special morphologies of ùe manipularcd dcvice o bc defincd.

A specilic morphology to manipulate flat objccs has bccn connecred. This ncw f.f.g.t- is named "Two-thimbles",
("Dés-2D in [rench). By sliding your fingers in the two rings, objecs can bc graspcd, dragged, or compressed.

Morcovcr, their rcaction can bc felt, lor instance tlrcir resistance to deformation or displaccmcnt.

Exarnple : Moulding Plasticine picce with rhe "two-thimbles"

A piecc of plasticine has bcen simulated wiù an agglomcrate srâbiliscd wiù a Van dcr Waals interacûon function.
This picce presenb a plastic bchaviour (sce photographs). It remains in rhe mouldable shapc. Thc operator knead

tlre pastc witlr the f.f.g.t. "two-thimbles". Hc can æars thc p:rsrc to sevcral pieces. He can also rc-sticking them .
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V.2. Real time visuaiisation synchroneous rvith the action

Two rqel dme sensory loops are required to manipulate an object. One is to associate tlre gestual action Lo the

I ractilo - proprio - kinesûretic perception, and tfre other associates rhe gestual action to visual perception.
I

The model of the object must therefore function overall at a sp€ed whereby the gap between the acdon and the 2

resulting perceptions is imperceptible.

The actions are sampled between 25 IIz n I Khz. The calculations are carried out æ this speed.

All examples shown in this article are genemted at this speed.

The computer archiæcture is highly efficient : a set of dedicaæd machines of the vecorial processor type function
in parallel.

VI- Simulation examples

From these principles we have created a great deal of physical scenes.

We show below some examples :

* High or dense multiplicity scenes (phoograph 6). A very large number of elemennry physical objects inæract
with each other and with fixed elemenls. Turbulences, vortexes, and the constitution of structured clusærs may be
found.

* Rigid, plastic and déformable objecs (photograph 2,3,4) in inreracrion with their environmenr, or with rhe

operator who manipulates them in real time and perceives them ttrrough ouch and sighr
* Complex multi-object scenes of all preceding D?es in interaction, collage, or ruprure (photograph 5) ...

VII. Final Notes

A film is available to show simulations for each of rhe categories.

All the simulations are in real time, e. g. the calculations are effected between 25 IIz and l5OO Hz, accord.ing to
tlre frequence stability of gestual conrol loop.

The entire system, named CORDIS-ANIMA system, equipped wirh a language, a simutator, the gestual
peripherals, and rcal dme display constitutes a really genuine tool for building, experirnenting and perceiving that
entity , described in the words of Foley tFol 871 as "an artificial reality", or if we prefer, ',a physical
illusion".
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IX. Photographs

Photograph I - The " 16-slice Feedback Touch"
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